Abstract In this study, we investigate the sensitivity of simulated low clouds to 14 selected tunable parameters of Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB), a higher-order closure (HOC) scheme, and four parameters of the Zhang-McFarlane (ZM) deep convection scheme in the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5). A Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling approach is adopted to effectively explore the high-dimensional parameter space and a generalized linear model is applied to study the responses of simulated cloud fields to tunable parameters. Our results show that the variance in simulated low-cloud properties (cloud fraction and liquid water path) can be explained by the selected tunable parameters in two different ways: macrophysics itself and its interaction with microphysics. First, the parameters related to dynamic and thermodynamic turbulent structure and double Gaussian closure are found to be the most influential parameters for simulating low clouds. The spatial distributions of the parameter contributions show clear cloud-regime dependence. Second, because of the coupling between cloud macrophysics and cloud microphysics, the coefficient of the dissipation term in the total water variance equation is influential. This parameter affects the variance of in-cloud cloud water, which further influences microphysical process rates, such as autoconversion, and eventually low-cloud fraction. This study improves understanding of HOC behavior associated with parameter uncertainties and provides valuable insights for the interaction of macrophysics and microphysics.
Introduction
Low clouds (including shallow cumulus and stratiform clouds) cover enormous area and act as important regulators in the radiative balance of the earth system [Wood, 2012] . They strongly reflect incoming solar radiation due to their vast coverage while making only a small effect on outgoing longwave radiation because their cloud-top temperature is near the temperature of the surface below. Therefore, low clouds exert a strong negative net radiative effect to the Earth's radiative balance [Hartmann et al., 1992] . Feedbacks in low clouds remain one of the largest uncertainties in the estimate of future climate changes [Bony and Dufresne, 2005] . Even a small change in low-cloud amount will produce a radiative effect that is comparable in magnitude to that from increasing greenhouse gases. Improving the simulations of low clouds in general circulation models (GCMs) is therefore critical to understanding climate change and cloud feedbacks.
Improvement was also seen in simulations using the Multiscale modeling framework (MMF) model PNNL-MMF, where CLUBB is implemented in the cloud-resolving model (CRM) component of the MMF [Wang et al., 2015] .
The improvements stem from a unified treatment for multiple cloud regimes that is allowed by the implementation of an assumed probability density function (PDF) in CLUBB's closure. The assumed PDF is constructed from the subgrid predictive moments as well as some additional assumptions. By integrating over the assumed PDF, the higher order terms of predictive equations are closed and the subgrid cloud properties are also determined.
Assumed PDFs are commonly used in many other higher-order closure (HOC) schemes. The approach stretches back to Sommeria and Deardorff [1977] and Mellor [1977] , which was further advanced by Randall et al. [1992] , Lappen and Randall [2001] (Assumed Distribution with HOC, ADHOC), Golaz et al. [2002] (CLUBB), Cheng and Xu [2006] (Intermediately Prognostic HOC, IPHOC), and others. IPHOC has been shown to improve low-cloud simulations in GCMs and MMF [Cheng and Xu, 2011 , 2015 . The differences in the aforementioned HOCs are mainly in the shapes and assumptions of assumed PDFs and the predictive subgrid moments. For example, ADHOC and Randall et al. [1992] adopted a mixture of delta functions, while CLUBB and IPHOC use double Gaussians. Compared to CLUBB, IPHOC predicts two additional third-order moments: one for the total water and the other for the liquid potential temperature. As CLUBB shares many similarities with other HOCs using assumed PDF, insights gained from investigating the parametric behaviors of CLUBB may readily be extended to other HOCs and their low-cloud simulations.
Utilizing the single column version of Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (SCAM5) and a Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) sampling approach, Z. (hereafter G14), explored the sensitivities of cloud simulations to multiple CLUBB parameters and the importance of different processes in simulating shallow cumulus and stratocumulus. A generalized linear model was adopted in G14 to study the responses of simulated cloud fields to tunable parameters. G14 found that most of the variance in simulated cloud fields could be explained by a small number of tunable parameters. Parameters related to Newtonian and buoyancy-damping terms of total water flux were found to be the most influential parameters for stratocumulus, while the most influential parameters for shallow cumulus were those related to skewness of vertical velocity.
However, G14 included only two types of low clouds based on three different cloud cases. Furthermore, large-scale forcing in SCAM5 was prescribed in G14, which prevented full interactions between CLUBB and the large-scale environments. It is, therefore, important to extend G14 to study how simulated low clouds are sensitive to tunable parameters in global CAM5 simulations when the full interactions between CLUBB and the large-scale atmospheric environments are allowed. This is the goal of the present study. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the CLUBB, CAM5, and the sensitivity analysis (SA) methodology. The SA of the CAM5-CLUBB simulated variation of cloud properties associated with tunable parameter is presented in section 3. The findings are discussed and summarized in section 4.
Methodology

Model and Parameterization Description
CLUBB is a third-order turbulence closure scheme based on an assumed triple-joint PDF of liquid water potential temperature (h l ), total water mixing ratio (q t ), and vertical velocity (w) . The triple-joint PDF P ðh l ; q t ; wÞ, which is a trivariate mixture of two Gaussians, is determined by 13 PDF parameters, including the weight of the first Gaussian (mixt), the widths of each Gaussian along the w, q t and h l coordinates (r w ;r qt 1 ,r qt 2 ,r h l 1 ,r h l 2 ), the means of each Gaussian (c w 1 , c w 2 ,h l1 ,h l2 ,q t1 ,q t2 ), and the intra-Gaussian correlation between q t and h l (r qt hl ). In contrast to the traditional double Gaussian, the intraGaussian correlation between q t , h l ; and w (r wqt and r wh l ) are set to zero in CLUBB, and the widths of each Gaussian along w (r w1 ,r w2 ) are assumed to be equal, i.e.,r w1 5r w2 5r w ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi w 02 p . The double Gaussian PDF leads to a better performance in simulating the highly skewed PDFs observed in cumulus layers compared with the single Gaussian or double delta function PDFs . Those 13 PDF parameters are derived based on directly predicted grid-mean values (h l , q t , w, horizontal winds u and v ), Larson and Golaz, 2005; Larson et al., 2012] . By integrating over the trivariate mixture of two Gaussians, all higher-order terms that occur in the predictive equations of CLUBB, including
t , and w 04 , are closed [Larson and Golaz, 2005] . Meanwhile, the buoyancy terms and cloud macrophysics quantities (cloud fraction and cloud liquid water mixing ratio) are also computed.
In CAM5_CLUBB, CLUBB provides a unified treatment of boundary layer turbulence, shallow convection, and stratiform cloud macrophysics [Bogenschutz et al., 2013] . Cloud microphysics (hereafter MG) predicts number and mass mixing ratios of cloud droplets and ice crystals and diagnoses number and mass mixing ratios of rain and snow, as described by Morrison and Gettelman [2008] and Gettelman et al. [2008 Gettelman et al. [ , 2010 . The MG scheme is coupled with CLUBB for both shallow cumulus and stratiform clouds. This is different from CAM5, in which the MG scheme only works for stratiform clouds. The relative cloud water variance is used to account for the nonlinear dependence of cloud microphysical process rates on cloud water content in the MG scheme. This is diagnosed from CLUBB based on the triple joint PDF in CAM5_CLUBB while a fixed value is used in CAM5 [Bogenschutz et al., 2013] . The deep convective process in CAM5_CLUBB is kept the same as in CAM5, and is parameterized by Zhang and McFarlane [1995] (ZM), with some refinements [Neale et al., 2008 [Neale et al., , 2010 . The ZM deep convection scheme and CLUBB are coupled through process splitting, and the ZM scheme is called before CLUBB. The details of how CLUBB are implemented in CAM5 and its coupling with other parameterizations are discussed in Bogenschutz et al. [2012 Bogenschutz et al. [ , 2013 . The model physics of CAM5_CLUBB in this study is kept the same as that in G14. Table 1 lists the tunable parameters used in this study. The default values of tunable parameters are derived from the single-column calibration frameworks that use LES data as a benchmark [Golaz et al., 2007] . The selection of CLUBB parameters is guided by G14. G14 showed that most of the variance in simulated cloud fields could be explained by a small number of tunable parameters. Here 14 CLUBB parameters are chosen, including w 02 and q t '2 dissipation coefficients (C1 and C2rt), low/high skewness coefficients of Newtonian damping of total water flux w 0 q ' t (C6rt/C6rtb), low/high skewness coefficients of buoyancy damping of w 0 q ' t (C7/C7b), Newtonian damping coefficient of w 03 (C8), low/high buoyancy damping coefficients of w 03 (C11/ C11b), Newtonian damping coefficient of u '2 and v '2 (C14), background eddy diffuse coefficient m, parcel entrainment rate l, and two PDF functional form coefficients c and b. Two parameters (C6rt_Lscale0 and C7_Lscale0) that provide additional Newtonian damping and buoyancy damping of w 0 q ' t were tested in G14 but are not included in this study, as G14 showed that these two parameters have an effect at high vertical resolution but not at low resolution used in CAM5. The tunable ranges of some parameters are further reduced compared to G14 in order to ensure the stability of global simulations. For example, since short-term tests show that a c larger than 0.6 can often cause numerical instability, c is perturbed from 0 to 0.6 in this study. Moreover, G14 showed that small values of C6rt and C7 lead to a strong total water flux. However, we note that the flux of total water over frozen oceans is usually downward. In this case, as sea ice blocks the downward water flux and results in condensations near surface, a thick fog layer is formed that further causes a strong infrared cooling at the bottom of the atmosphere that amplifies the temperature differences between the ice surface and the atmosphere, this flux continues to grow and crashes the model. To avoid that, C6rt is perturbed from 3.0 to 8.0 while C7 is perturbed from 0.25 to 1.0.
Details of Experiments and Sensitivity Analysis Framework 2.2.1. Tunable Parameters
In addition to the 14 chosen CLUBB tunable parameters, four tunable parameters from the ZM deep convection scheme are also selected. The interactions between boundary layer processes and deep convection are expected to influence cloud and climate simulations. These four parameters are deep convective precipitation efficiency over land (c0_lnd) and ocean (c0_ocn), parcel fractional mass entrainment rate (dmpdz), and convective available potential energy (CAPE) consumption time scale (tau). Note that dmpdz is a parameter internal to the ZM scheme and is not related to the parcel entrainment rate l from CLUBB. Model results have been shown to be sensitive to these parameters [e.g., Jackson et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012 Yang et al., , 2013 Qian et al., 2015] .
Sensitivity Analysis Frameworks (SAs)
Following G14, the Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) approach [Caflisch, 1998 ] is used to sample the highdimensional space we explore here, as the QMC guarantees a uniform distribution of sample points within parametric uncertainty ranges (Table 1) . Five hundred and twelve samples are generated from the 18 parameters (14 CLUBB and 4 ZM). Simulations are performed for each set of parameters. Each simulation is run for 3 years and 3 months forced by climatological sea surface temperatures. Annual mean results from the last 3 years are used in this study.
The generalized linear model (GLM) used in G14 is further adopted to analyze the responses of simulations to the aforementioned parameters, including their linear and nonlinear interaction effects. It also computes coefficient of determination (R 2 ) of model fitness, interpreted variance, and the p-value of each parameter.
Using a specific form of linear equation, this model combines those tunable parameters to fit with the variables derived from CAM5-CLUBB, and assumes the model-fitting residuals follow independent normal distributions with zero mean and unit variance. More details of the GLM have been described in G14 and McCullagh and Nelder [1989] . Figure 1 shows the response of low-cloud fraction to the 18 parameters in global-scale, land-scale, and ocean-scale based on the 512 simulations. The low-cloud fraction is calculated based on the maximumrandom overlap assumption for the clouds between the surface and 700 hPa. The 512 simulations are equally divided into 8 bins for each input parameter. The mean value and range of low-cloud fraction are denoted by solid squares and vertical bars, respectively. The lengths of the vertical bars represent the contributions that are caused by other parameters. Figures 2 and 3 are the same as Figure 1 , but for columnintegrated cloud liquid water path (LWP) and shortwave cloud forcing (SWCF), respectively.
Results
Global Average
Global mean low-cloud fraction varies from 23% to 54% in response to the perturbations of the 18 input parameters, compared to the ensemble average of 38% in the 512 simulations (43% in observation). Cloud fraction over ocean is more sensitive to the perturbation of parameters than over land. Low-cloud fraction spans from 30% to 56% over ocean, while spans 30% to 46% over land. The numbers above each subplot indicate the relative contribution (in percentage) of each individual parameter to the total variance of mean cloud fraction derived by the GLM. The contribution of individual parameter to total variance is significant (95% level) when the numbers are highlighted in red. More than half of those 18 parameters contribute statistically significantly to the total variance of global mean low-cloud fraction.
The six most influential parameters affecting global mean low-cloud fraction are those related to CLUBB: c (34.9% of the variance), C8 (21.1%), b (15.2%), C2rt (7.2%), C7b/C7 (6.6%/2.8%), and C1 (6.2%). In general, the global mean low-cloud fraction decreases rapidly with increasing C1, C7/C7b, c, and b, while it increases with increasing C2rt and C8. Moreover, no significant difference exists in sensitive parameters and their contribution between land and ocean, except that mean cloud fraction and its variance are much larger over
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ocean than over land. For LWP, C0_lnd (48.3% over land), C0_ocn (78.3% over ocean), and c (6.4%) are the most important contributors ( Figure 2 ). As SWCF largely depends on LWP and cloud fraction, the influential parameters for global SWCF have the characteristic of both LWP and cloud fraction. Figure 3 shows that the perturbation of c is the largest contributor (25.6%) to the total variance of SWCF, followed by that of C0_ocn (19.5%), C8 (15.6%), b (10.8%), C2rt (7.4%), and C1(5.8%).
The deep convective precipitation efficiencies (C0_ocn and C0_lnd) affect the variance of LWP significantly, because they largely control the conversion of cloud condensate to precipitation in deep convection. SWCF deceases as the deep convective precipitation efficiencies increase. In contrast, CLUBB parameters contribute less to the global mean LWP than they do to the low-cloud fraction. This is because convective clouds contribute significantly to the global mean LWP either through detrained cloud condensate into stratiform Figure 1 . Anomalies of variation of global (red), land (green), and ocean (blue) averaged low-cloud fraction in response to the perturbations of parameters from the ensemble simulations. The mean, minimum, and maximum low-cloud fraction in the 512 simulations for global, land, and ocean average, respectively, are also presented. The numbers above each plot box represent the relative contribution (%) of each input parameter perturbation to the overall variable variations. Red indicates that the contribution has 95% statistical significance. The corresponding R 2 are also shown in this figure separately.
clouds or from the direct contribution of convective LWP. If we consider the LWP of only low clouds, the sensitive parameters and their contributions are similar with those for low-cloud fraction shown in Figure 1 (not shown). Therefore, for the rest part of the paper, our discussions of tunable parameters are mainly based on their contributions to low-cloud fraction.
As the largest contributor, c explains about one third of the total variance in low-cloud fraction (32.6% over land and 34.8% over ocean).c directly controls the width of PDFs in w-coordinate (r 2 w ), asr 2 w is defined by the following formulas in CLUBB [Larson and Golaz, 2005] :
Through its influence onr 2 w , c can affect cloud simulations in in two ways. 
First, together with the predicted w-skewness ( w 03 w 02 ð Þ 1:5 ), c determines the mixture of double Gaussians. Based on the assumption of the Gaussian-mixture PDFs, in which the subgrid turbulences can be described by updraft and downdraft, the weight of first trivariate joint Gaussians (updraft) can be solved as: 
the updrafts and downdrafts are symmetric in the stratiform-cloud topped boundary layer. Through equation (2),r 2 w and its related parameter c help to determine the mixture of Gaussians. The large c (larger 2 w ) means the high occurrence frequency of strong updrafts, which favors the occurrence of strong convections when the boundary layer tends to be convective (i.e., a positive w-skewness occurs). For example, large c could still help to produce a strong response in the mixt, even if the heat fluxes may be too weak to result in a strong positive w 03 .
Second, c is also a regulator in the variance of the turbulent structure in response to the changes of surface heat fluxes. The positive w-skewness in the boundary layer is usually driven by the surface heat fluxes. In CLUBB, the heat fluxes (w 0 q ' t , w 0 h ' l ) change the vertical flux transports (w 02 q ' t , w 02 h ' l ) and then influence the corresponding buoyancy fluxes (w 02 h ' v ), which finally leads to change in w 03 and the predicted w-skewness. Because of the double Gaussian closure, w 02 q 0 t and w 02 h The main effect of C8, the second largest contributor to the total variance of low-cloud fraction (20.7% over ocean and 21.7% over land), is to control the Newtonian damping of the third moment of vertical velocity (w 03 ). Cloud fraction significantly increases with C8, as the increase of C8 enhances the effect of stable stratification near the top of the boundary layer, which thus accelerates the consumption of w 03 and w-skewness (G14). In this regard, the effect of C8 is partly similar to that of c in influencing the w-skewness and convection. However, the ways they influence cloud fraction are somewhat different. c affects skewness mainly through its effect on the width of PDF in the w-coordinate (or subgrid turbulence kinetic energy), while the perturbation of C8 directly influences w 03 . As a result, the spatial distributions of their contributions to the variance of low-cloud fraction are different (see discussions in section 3.2.1).
b, one of the largest contributors to the variance of low-cloud fraction, also has broad effects in CLUBB. It contributes 15.5% and 14.9% of the low-cloud fraction variance over land and ocean, respectively. As w 03 is the only predicted third-order moment in CLUBB, diagnostic methods are used in CLUBB to derive the skewnesses of total water (Sk qt ) and liquid potential temperature (Sk h l ), which are then used to calculate the width of individual Gaussians of h l and q t [Larson and Golaz, 2005] . The skewness of total water Sk qt is parameterized using the following formula:
wherer 2 w is the w-width of individual plumes. This is further used to determine the widths of individual plumesr 2 qt 1 ,r 2 qt 2 in the following ways [Larson and Golaz, 2005] :
where mixt is the weight of the first Gaussian. Therefore, b affects CLUBB mainly through the skewness of scalars and thus the width of PDF in scalar coordinates. From equation (3), it is clear that a large b leads to a large Sk qt and a more asymmetric structure of turbulence, which favors cumulus clouds.
We note that the aforementioned treatment of Sk qt in CLUBB enhances the connection of the dynamic field w and scalar fields h l , q t . Through the predict w-skewness andr 2 w , the effects of those parameters related to the skewed dynamic structure might be somewhat amplified. In the real world, however, the skewness of scalar fields may not be described by a single PDF and skewed dynamic structure [Zhu and Zuidema, 2009] .
Compared to the perturbation of three parameters discussed above, the perturbations of those parameters related to total water flux, total water and vertical velocity variance of CLUBB, C6rt, C7b/C7, C2rt, and C1, Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2014MS000405 contribute merely 1.6%, 2.8%/6.6%, 7.2%, and 6.2%, respectively, to the low-cloud variance. Increasing C6 and C7/C7b reduces mixing of the boundary layer through increasing the entrainment at cloud top and decreasing the positive buoyancy at cloud base, and thus results in a stronger decoupling in the boundary layer that reduces the formation of stratocumulus (G14). In most HOCs whose predictive equations are derived from Duynkerke and Driedonks [1987] , varying C1 has a large impact on turbulence kinetic energy because it controls the dissipation term of the variance of vertical velocity (i.e., 2
, where s is eddy dissipation time scale. Increasing C1 significantly amplifies the dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy at the top of the boundary layer, which reduces the occurrence of broad subgrid updrafts. This thus reduces cloud fraction.
Similar to C1, C2rt controls the dissipation terms (i.e., 2
C2rt s q 02 t 2q t j 2 tol ) of variance of total water q '2 t . The peak of q '2 t always occurs at the top of the boundary layer because the vertical distribution of q '2 t is caused by the penetration of subgrid turbulent eddies into the strong capping inversion. Namely, a stronger inversion produces a stronger subgrid perturbation of total water. The dissipation term (controlled by C2rt) mainly damps q '2 t at the top of the boundary layer, where the eddy dissipation timescale s decreases dramatically. As smaller C2rt helps to maintain a strong capping inversion, we would expect more clouds are formed with smaller C2rt. Surprisingly, the increase of C2rt enhances cloud fraction at global scales with a contribution of 7.2% ( Figure 1 ). As further discussed in section 3.2, this reflects the interaction between CLUBB and the MG microphysics scheme, as changes in C2rt alter the variance of cloud water, which causes feedbacks on cloud properties over high-latitude oceans (e.g., the SH storm track region).
Using the SA approach in this study, the interactions among the 18 input parameters can also be quantified (not shown). When a perturbation of one parameter enhances or weakens the sensitivity of another parameter, interactions occur. The effects from individual parameters dominate the cloud fraction variance over both ocean and land with the sum of individual parameters' contributions larger than 91%, while their interaction effects are inconsequential and contribute less than 5% to the total variance (not shown).
Global Spatial Distribution
To quantify how the contributions from the 18 input parameters to low-cloud fraction may vary spatially, the GLM analysis is conducted for low-cloud fraction on each grid as it is applied for the global mean lowcloud fraction in section 3.1. Figures 4a and 4c show the spatial distribution of the root mean square of the variance of low-cloud fraction, LWP and SWCF in response to the perturbations of 18 input parameters from 512 CAM5-CLUBB simulations. The variances show a large spatial variability. Relatively large cloud fraction variance occurs over the main stratus regions: subtropical eastern Pacific, subtropical eastern Atlantic, and eastern Indian Ocean. The largest variance of LWP occurs over intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). The pattern of SWCF variance has the characteristic of both LWP and cloud fraction.
Figures 4d-f show the spatial distributions of R 2 of the GLM models for low-cloud fraction, LWP and SWCF.
In general, the GLM models can predict well the low cloud faction over most regions at latitudes below 70 o with high R 2 values of >0.8, which indicates that the GLMs can explain most of the total variance of the low-cloud fraction over these regions. It is also noted that the R 2 values are larger over ocean and lowlatitude regions than over continent and high-latitude regions. The possible reason is that cloud fraction over high latitudes and continent is smaller.
Figures 5 and 6 show the global spatial distribution of absolute contributions (the product of relative contribution and R 2 ) of the 18 tunable parameters to the low-cloud fraction and SWCF variances from the 512 CAM5-CLUBB simulations estimated by the GLM. The absolute contributions of parameters show significant spatial differences caused by different cloud regimes and their different local climatology. Moreover, the contributions of parameters reflect two different processes, cloud macrophysics and the interaction between cloud macrophysics and cloud microphysics, as we will document in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
Similar to the analysis of interaction effects of tunable parameters on global mean cloud fraction, we also investigate the spatial distributions of individual and interaction effects of 18 parameters ( Figure 7) . In general, individual effects dominate the total effect. The interaction effect is relatively small over most regions of the globe. Actually, any parameter interaction contributes less than 5% to the low-cloud fraction variation over most regions of the globe. The sum of absolute interaction terms can exceed 10% only because of the
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large number of interaction terms (153), though they are still negligible when compared with the individual contributions.
Contributions From Macrophysics
CLUBB parameter c, b, C8, C7/C7b, C1, and C2rt have large contributions to the total variance of the lowcloud fractions and SWCF over the various regions ( Figure 5 ). In addition, C0_lnd and C0_ocn also 
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contribute significantly to the variance of SWCF (Figure 6 ), especially over regions where convections frequently occur, i.e., intertropical convergence zone.
Among all CLUBB parameters, the perturbation of c is the largest contributor to the low-cloud fraction and SWCF variations over almost all regions of the globe (except high-latitude storm tracks, see section 3.2.2), especially over those subtropical regions where stratus clouds dominate, with contributions larger than 40%. Figure 8 shows that the contribution of c perturbation to the cloud variation primarily reflects on its direct impacts on ther 2 w and then the shape of assumed double Gaussians by changing the weight of individual Gaussian mixt, as their distributions are consistent with the impact of c on annual mean low-cloud variation. As discussed earlier, the direct impacts of c on dynamic and thermodynamic structures allow it to adjust the response of w 03 and the mixture of Gaussians to the perturbations of surface heating fluxes. It, therefore, helps to determine the cloud regimes and play the most significant role throughout the globe.
In regions of prevailing stratus, however, the cloud-topped boundary layer is maintained largely by the cloud top radiative cooling, and is less affected by the surface buoyancy fluxes. The local w 03 , as shown in Figure 9a , is too weak to generate a strong w-skewness and notably change the structure of the boundary layer. Yet, a small change in c would still produce strong local perturbations of mixture of two Gaussians and lead to dramatic changes in the dynamic structure of the boundary layer, without the help of w 03 and Figure 5 . Global spatial distributions of absolutely contributions (%) of the 18 parameters (14 CLUBB and 4 ZM) to the GLM estimated total variance of annual mean low-cloud fraction. The regions with R 2 smaller than 0.5 are masked out.
related parameters. Thus, c is the dominant contributor and has significant contributions over the regions where stratus dominates.
The perturbation of C8 significantly contributes to the low-cloud fraction and SWCF variation on the global scale, especially over Asia, Bay of Bengal, and the West Boundary Current regions of East Asia over the Pacific and North America over the Atlantic. As mentioned in section 3.1, the perturbation of C8 influences low-cloud fraction primarily through its impacts on w 03 and then the predicted w-skewness. Although the contribution of C8 is significant over broad regions ( Figure 5 ) and has direct effects on the predicted w-skewness (Figure 8) , it is less than the contribution of c over most regions because the effect of C8 depends on the magnitude of w 03 [G14]. For example, for regions with stratus clouds, the effect of C8 is limited due to small w 03 , as shown in Figures 5 and 8 . Conversely, over the West Boundary Current regions of Pacific and Atlantic, the strong surface heat flux forced by the local warm sea surface temperature drives a convective boundary layer where a positive w-skewness and large w 03 are found (Figure 9a ). In addition, these regions also have larger root mean square of variance of w 03 than those regions with stratus clouds (Figure 9c ). Therefore, C8 has comparable contributions with c over these regions. It is interesting that the variance of cloud fraction is much smaller over land than over ocean (Figures 1 and 4a) , as also mentioned in section 3.1. The possible reason is that the surface heat fluxes are stronger over land than over ocean. It drives stronger w 03 , positive w-skewness. The boundary layer becomes more convective over land and has 
fewer clouds. Therefore, low-cloud fraction over land is generally smaller and not too sensitive to the parametric perturbation.
The perturbation of C1 also affects the variation of low-cloud fraction and SWCF through predict w-skewness and mixt (Figure 8 ). Similar to C8, C1 affects the boundary layer mainly through its effect on the predict w-skewness of subgrid turbulence. The only difference is that C1 damps w 02 , while C8 damps w 03 . For this reason, the contribution of C1 is largely consistent with the distribution of w 02 (Figure 9b ). Its contributions are not as significant as C8, because the variance of w 02 is smaller than that of w 03 ( Figure 9d ).
As shown in Figures 5 and 6 , the primary impact of b stems from its effect on low clouds over the western and central subtropical oceans where the moisture is abundant. It influences cloud fraction mainly through its impact on the Sk qt ( Figure 10 ) and widths of individual plumes along scalar coordinates. The regions where b shows significant contributions to the variance of Sk qt are consistent with the regions where b has significant contributions to the variances of annual mean low-cloud fraction ( Figure 5 ) and SWCF ( Figure 6 ). However, b shows a weaker contribution to the variations of low-cloud fraction and SWCF than c, which is even true for the Sk qt variation. This can be explained by the following two factors. First, the effect of b largely depends on the value of c that determines ther 2 w and mixt [Larson and Golaz, 2005] as the sensitivity of Sk q t to the b perturbation increases with the larger normalized w-skewness (equations (3) and (4)). Second, the pattern of Sk q t largely relies on the pattern of total water flux w 0 q 0 t . The contributions of b are, therefore, somewhat affected by other factors and smaller than c. These two factors also help to explain why b mainly shows its effect over the western and central subtropical oceans where w 0 q 0 t and the normalized w-skewness are large.
The perturbations of C7/C7b have also significant contributions to the low-cloud fraction variation over regions where stratus dominates, especially over SH storm track regions and the north Pacific, as shown in Figure 5 . It shows that the vertical mixing of moisture and the coupling between mixing layers and cloud layers are important processes over high latitude oceans. The other macrophysics parameters generally have small contributions to the total variance of the low-cloud fraction at the regional scale.
Contributions From Interaction of Macrophysics and Microphysics
As we note in section 3.1, low-cloud fraction increases with increasing C2rt, though the equation of total water variance q '2 t suggests the opposite. This is due to the interaction between cloud macrophysics (CLUBB) and cloud microphysics (MG) over high latitude.
The contributions of perturbations of C2rt are larger over high-latitude oceans than over low-latitude oceans (Figures 5 and 6 ). It has significant impacts on the low-cloud fraction variations over the SH oceanic storm tracks and North Pacific where its contribution reaches 25-35% of the cloud fraction variance while it contributes merely 5-20% in subtropical oceans ( Figure 5 ) and 6.6% in global mean (Figure 1 ).
The contribution of C2rt perturbation to the cloud fraction variation stems primarily from its interaction with the MG microphysical scheme at midlatitude and higher latitude, where the oceanic storm tracks are more likely to occur. In the MG microphysics scheme, the cloud water subgrid variability has been used to compute the microphysical process rates, including autoconversion, accretion, and immersion freezing of Figure 7 . Global spatial distribution of absolute variance of low-cloud fraction in response to the total, main, and interaction effects of perturbations of 18 input parameters predicted by the GLM. The regions with R 2 smaller than 0.5 are masked out.
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cloud liquid water. t is the inverse of relative variance for in-cloud cloud water, which is defined as follow [Bogenschutz et al., 2013] :
where q c and q 02 c are mean and variance of in-cloud water mixing ratio, respectively. In CAM5-CLUBB, t is constrained in the range of 0:001 < t 1 [Bogenschutz et al., 2013] . Note that the formula is slightly different from H. . In H. , the cloud fraction (CF) is taken into account and t is defined as t5 . In general, the latter treatment tends to produce a larger value of t than the ) and (right column) weight of the first Gaussian mixture component (mixt) averaged from surface to 700 hPa.
former one, especially over those regions with fewer clouds. However, switching treatments would not cause a significant change to our results, because the cloud fraction is very close to 1 over regions where C2rt dominates. Figure 11 shows that C2rt is the most significant contributor to the changes of vertically averaged t in the lower troposphere (from the surface to 700 hPa) over the high-latitude oceans. The high centers of the ensemble mean and variance of t mainly occur over stratus regions and high-latitude oceans, where liquid clouds with large in-cloud water mixing ratio are prevailing (not shown). The spatial pattern of t helps to explain why t and C2rt mainly influence the low-cloud fraction over the high-latitude oceans.
C2rt influences t by changing q 02 t and q 02 c . GLM shows that the perturbations of C2rt dominate q 02 c variance in global scale (not shown). This is because the dissipation term of q '2 t associated with C2rt is a dominant sink of q 02 t . Therefore, a large C2rt reduces the q 02 t and widths of PDF along the q t -coordinate, and then decreases the variance of cloud liquid condensate (q 02 c ), which leads to large t. This further reduces the rates of autoconversion and accretion and leads to more cloudiness.
Cloud Regimes
Our results in last two sections show that the parametric sensitivities depend on dynamic regimes. Here we further examine the cloud regime dependence by analyzing the absolute contributions of the 12 most influential parameters to the variance of cloud fraction in a longitude-altitude cross section over the Southeastern Pacific along 158S for the transition from stratocumulus to cumulus (Figure 12 ). Some other transition regions, such as those located over the subtropical Atlantic, the subtropical Northeastern Pacific, the subtropical Indian Ocean (near Australia), are also investigated. The results of these regions are similar to the one along 158S and are not shown here. The lower troposphere stability (LTS, potential temperature 
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difference between 700 hPa and surface) is used to separate clouds along 158S into three regimes [Medeiros and Stevens, 2011] : stratocumulus (LTS!18.5K), trade wind cumulus (15.4K>LTS!11.3K), and the transitional region (18.5K>LTS!15.4K). Figure 12 shows that, similar to the cross sections of cloud fraction (not shown), the altitudes of the peak parametric contributions gradually rise away from the coast, especially for those influential CLUBB parameters, such as C8, b; and c. Outside the coastal stratocumulus regime, most CLUBB parameters tend to reduce their contributions while deep convective parameters increase their contributions. This might be explained by the enhanced coupling between the deep convective scheme and CLUBB in the shallow cumulus regime (15.4K>LTS!11.3K) where convections appear more frequently. In addition, surface heat fluxes over these regions are significantly stronger than over the coastal stratocumulus regime. Thus, the skewness of the vertical velocity is more controlled by the strong surface heat fluxes and is less directly determined by the skewness-related parameters. One exception is b, which increases its contribution outside the stratocumulus regime. This might come from the enhanced surface fluxes, as the contribution of b largely relies on the total water flux (see the discussions in section 3.2.1).
Parameter Pattern and Behaviors
Based on performance scores of simulated SWCF over the low cloud regime (defined as regions with LTS ! 11.3K), the top 20 simulations with the best and worst performance scores are chosen, in order to understand the parametric behaviors in simulating low clouds. Following G14 and Yang et al. [2013] , the performance score is defined as: scr5log ½ 
Summary and Discussion
In this study, we have applied an SA framework in CAM5 to analyze the parameter behaviors of Cloud Layers Unified By Binormals (CLUBB) and Zhang and McFarlane's deep convection scheme (ZM) on variation of simulated low-cloud faction. The analysis demonstrates the high sensitivity of cloud fraction, liquid water path (LWP), and shortwave cloud radiative forcing (SWCF) to 14 CLUBB parameters and 4 ZM parameters within the perturbed ranges.
By using a Generalized Linear Model (GLM), the parameter sensitivities are investigated on global and regional scales. The GLM indicates much smaller interaction effects among the selected 18 parameters compared to their individual effects on low-cloud fraction. Moreover, the variations in low-cloud simulations are determined by two different processes within the assigned parameter ranges: cloud macrophysics itself and the interactions between cloud macrophysics and cloud microphysics. The parametric contributions on SWCF can be explained by their contributions to cloud properties.
The CLUBB parameters related to skewness of vertical velocity and scalars, which have far-reaching effects on the dynamic and thermodynamic subgrid turbulent structures and PDF closure of CLUBB, are found to have statistically significant impacts on the cloud properties and SWCF, especially over regions where stratus dominates. The GLM results confirm c (w-coordinate PDF width) as one of the most effective tuning parameters for low clouds in CAM5-CLUBB. It not only determines the dynamic turbulent structure through the skewness of vertical velocity directly but also partly determines the thermodynamic turbulent structure by changing the skewness of scalars. c, therefore, has profound effects on the PDF closure and on determining cloud regimes. Similar to c, the other CLUBB parameters directly associated with the dynamic turbulent structure, including C8 (damping of w 03 ) and C1 (damping of w 02 ), also have notable impacts on cloud properties. Owing to the regional differences in cloud regimes, different parameters have different spatial patterns of sensitive regions. Generally, most of them reduce their contributions moving away from the west coast regions. Over the Western Boundary Current regions off the coast of East Asia and North America, C8 has contributions comparable with c, because of the high frequency of convection (large w 03 ) that is generated by relative strong surface fluxes. b (determining the skewness of q t and h l ) is found to have a significant impact on the global mean low-cloud fraction, because it determines the thermodynamic turbulent structure through skewness of scalars. Because the sensitivity of b depends on the value of c and the distributions of scalar fluxes largely, the regions where b dominates appear at the western and central of subtropical oceans where the skewness of vertical velocity and scalar fluxes are usually strong.
The CLUBB parameter related to cloud water subgrid variability C2rt is also found to have significant impact on the low-cloud fraction, especially over the high-latitude oceans such as oceanic storm track regions over the North Pacific. This is mainly through the coupling between cloud macrophysics (CLUBB) and cloud microphysics. C2rt affects the subgrid variability of liquid condensate through its control of the dissipation term of total water variance. This, therefore, changes the inverse of relative variance of in-cloud cloud water (t), which influences autoconversion, accretion, and immersion freezing of cloud liquid water and further on low-cloud fraction. This occurs in high latitudes because the variance of t is high in these regions.
Generally, parameters related to ZM deep convection scheme contribute less to the variance of low clouds. However, the deep convective precipitation efficiencies (C0_ocn and C0_lnd) contribute significantly to the variance of LWP over the ITCZ where convective clouds play an important role in determining LWP.
We note that the sensitive parameters found by this study are somewhat different with those suggested by G14, in which a single column version of CAM-CLUBB was used. For example, C6rt and C11/C11b were Journal of Advances in Modeling Earth Systems 10.1002/2014MS000405 significant contributors in simulating stratocumulus and shallow convections in G14, while they are less important in global simulations. A likely reason is that the single column model is forced by a prescribed large-scale forcing, which may partly limit the interactions between CLUBB and large-scale environments.
The prescribed large-scale forcing tends to fix cloud regimes and types of the boundary layer. In global simulations, as shown in this study, cloud regimes and types of the boundary layer are mainly determined by the dynamic turbulent structures (mainly w-skewness and the width of PDF in the w-coordinate) and their related parameters, especially c. As we discussed in section 3.1, because of c's regulating effect on surface flux, the predicted large-scale forcing in the global simulation allows that w 03 buoyancy fluxes (w 02 h ' v ) are dominated by c rather than C11/C11b. Therefore, parameters related to selection of cloud regimes become more sensitive than those parameters related to individual processes for specified regimes.
Given the importance of the w-skewness and its associated parameters in determining cloud regimes and the fact that many of these tunable parameters do not have a clear physical meaning, future improvements in CLUBB will need to find a more sophisticated way to differentiate what cloud regime should be present in a GCM grid. It is highly desirable to replace those parameters that are the most removed from the physical world (e.g., c and b) with more physically based representations.
Although this study is based on one particular cloud parameterization, CLUBB, the conclusions in this study are also applicable to other higher-order closure schemes (HOCs). As we mentioned in the introduction, assumed PDFs are widely used in HOCs to better represent the subgrid turbulence of the boundary layer, close the higher-order terms of predictive equations and determine the subgrid cloud properties. The distinctions between the HOCs members lie in the shapes and assumptions of assumed PDFs. For example, seven predictive moments (h l , q t , w, w 02 , u '2 , v '2 , w 03 ) are included in double Deltas of ADHOC [Lappen and Randall, 2001] ; by adding q ' 2 t and h '2 l , CLUBB considers nine moments in its double Gaussians; IPHOC [Cheng and Xu, 2006] further adds q ' 3 t and h '3 l . However, the method of generating assumed PDFs are quite similar. Following the idea of Sommeria and Deardorff [1977] and Mellor [1977] , the assumed PDF are established through the variances and covariance of high-order variables. Commonly, a subgrid domain is assumed either updrafts or downdrafts, which are conserved in the first order [e.g., Wyngaard, 1987; Moeng and Rotunno, 1990; Larson et al. 2002] . Under this assumption, predicted w 03 is a prerequisite and the wskewness is used to determine the subgrid domain of updrafts and downdrafts which are then represented by two independent PDFs to simultaneously describe the related thermodynamic variables. These eddies in a grid box are then described as a w-skewness weighted combination of individual PDFs and the assumed PDF is established. The different assumptions of assumed PDFs may result in somewhat different sensitive parameters and their contributions. The similarities in determining subgrid domain and mixing of individual PDFs in HOCs, however, ensure that the importance of w-skewness and its related parameters found in CLUBB are also likely applicable to other HOCs. In summary, the subgrid turbulent structure and associated parameters in HOCs provide significant uncertainties in simulating low clouds. Further work is needed to improve the simulations of the subgrid turbulent structure and to reduce the uncertainties in the associated parameters.
